Internet Threat Model (model-t) Program

- Jari/Stephen “helping” as IAB members
- Had an interim meeting August 20th - follow up still mostly to happen
- Probably should try move this along or wonder why it’s stuck early in the new year (or before)
  - Stephen’s theory: not stuck because of lack of interest but more due to 2020ism;-(
  - Support for that theory: see next slide –
- There’re a bunch of drafts, all fairly immature but nonetheless those do indicate interest if we can harness it better
- Goal: consider evolution of threat model and possibly offer updates to BCP72 for IETF consideration
- List: https://www.iab.org/mailman/listinfo/model-t
Drafts being discussed on list

- draft-thomson-tmi
- draft-mcfadden-smart-endpoint-taxonomy-for-cless
- draft-mcfadden-smart-threat-changes
- draft-lazanski-users-threat-model-t
- draft-lazanski-protocol-sec-design-model-t
- draft-arkko-farrell-arch-model-t
- draft-arkko-farrell-arch-model-t-7258-additions
- draft-arkko-farrell-arch-model-t-3552-additions
- draft-arkko-farrell-arch-model-t-redux